
  YSD 5 Instructional Strategies:  Think-Write-Pair-Share 
 

Strategy Think-Write-Pair-Share 

Version:  Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 
*To ensure all students at varying English Language proficiency levels can access content, use supplementary materials such as 

graphs, models, hands-on materials, and visual aids to make lessons clear and meaningful.   

Washington Transitional Bilingual Instruction Guidelines 

Planning for Think-Write-Pair-Share 
Identify the key concept you want student(s) to come away understanding and able to do. 

Develop questions to engage students’ thinking (Resources:  Bloom’s Taxonomy; Costa’s Levels of Questions; Using 
Rigor and Relevance to Create Effective Instruction Teacher Questions by Quadrant pg. 110). 

Determine where students will record their thinking. 

 

Think-Write-Pair-Share  Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 
Precision Partners 

 ELL Proficiency (WELPA), affective traits 
(shy, talkative), middle to high/middle to 
low, RCBM, Lexile 

 Seating chart for easy access, establish 
protocol for movement, partner A & B 
assigned roles 

Precision Partners 

 ELL Proficiency (WELPA), affective traits 
(shy, talkative), middle to high/middle to 
low, RCBM, Lexile 

 Seating proximity for easy access, 
establish protocol for movement, partner 
A & B assigned roles 

Present open-ended question/problem for 
discussion 

THINK- post high level question to prompt student 
thinking (One to three minutes) 

Silent THINK time (One to three minutes) DISPLAY- students show thinking (visible thinking) 
through writing, drawing, graphic organizer (Three 
to five minutes) 
 

WRITE your ideas (One to three minutes) DISCUSS-  pair students to compare/contrast their 
visible thinking display or to justify their thinking 
(One to three minutes) 

SHARE ideas with assigned PAIR partner (One to 
three minutes) 

RE-THINK-  students modify initial thinking based 
on discussion (One to three minutes) 

Monitor and support students throughout to assess 
for understanding 

Monitor and support students throughout to 
assess for understanding 

Teacher asks for SHARING from some or all partners Teacher asks for ideas from some or all partners 

Optional:  Expand to whole-class discussion Optional:  Expand to whole-class discussion 

 

Why use either strategy 
Think-Write-Pair-Share 
Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 

To rehearse ideas/thoughts; to seek alternate perspective; to clarify 
meaning/understanding; to justify rationale. 

Think-Write-Pair-Share 
Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 

During a lesson after small chunks of information have been presented, or 
sections of text read 

Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink Formative assessment opportunity for students to improve on initial thinking. 

 

 

When to use either strategy 
Think-Write-Pair-Share 
Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 

Before or during a lesson to activate thinking and prior knowledge 

Think-Write-Pair-Share 
Think-Display-Discuss-Rethink 

During or after a lesson or series of lessons to activate reflective thinking 

 

 


